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Talented SC Writers
To be Spotlighted in
Spec Short Story Contest

SPEC TATOR
COLLAGE

SEATTLE
VOLUME 13

The

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1946

NUMBER 19

SC Forensic Delegation Heads For McMinnville

Student
Observer

Gavel Members
Represent SC in

By BUI Moffat

—

Shades of O. Henry, Stephen Benet, Mark Hellinger, and
Stephen Leacock here is your chance to prove that you
are equal (at least in the eyes of the Spectator) of those
who have earned great names in the ranks of short story
writers.
Beginning on March 20, the Spectator will sponsor a contest for all those who haye or imagine that they have
— literary talents.

—

Short stories writtenby the contestants will appear in the future
-r-Views expressed In this colissues of the Spectator. The subumn do not necessarily reflect the
ject is not limited and the literThe largest contingent of Se- ary style (if possible) should be
opinions of the Spectator.
attle College students ever to take1 that of the individual author.
It is alleged so far as the
part in an intercollegiate debate1
election of February 27th is conTo add to the contestants' pleacerned the registration book is
tournament left Wednesday for' sure in developing undying prose
worthless. Found in a heap of
Ldnfield College in McMinnville, is the anticipation that to one of
scrap, the book was not checked
contestants will go the SpecThe first draft of the new
Oregon. Representatives of the the
against the registrar's records o
tator's First
Annual Fiction
constitution of the AssociaCollege Gavel Club, the twelve Award of five dollars.
eligible ASSC voters. Questioned
as to whether the registration
ted Students of Seattle Coldelegates will participate in the
Annual Magazine
book conformed to the registrar's
mnual forensic contest being held
is
the
editors
of
hoped
by
It
lege was completed last
student list, an official said he
it the Oregon college yesterday, the Spectator and the judges of Thursday
know,
did not
as the book had no
at a meeting of the
the contest that an annual, or
today, and tomorrow.
been checked.
semi-annual fiction magazine may Revision Committee under
Entrants from SO will cover the be the
The flimsy voting procedure at
result of these annual con- the direction of Chairman
certain intervals was confusing to
six fields of vocal competition. tests.
Bill Moffat.
ballot-casters. Student opinions
Beverly McLucas is entered in
The judges urge all students to
expressedthat the three man elecFollowing lines laid out for conLincoln-Douglas debate while Ros- turn in several entries, and retion team was not present all the
mind
that
the
best
stitutional
structure in Robert's
participants
Fred
Holt
decoe Balch and
are
time in the coop-like voting booth.
entries
will
be
representative
pub"Rules
of
the committee
Order,"
in
the
senior
style
bating Oxford
When one official was alone In
lished in the Spectator.
the
main
articles and
organized
booth,
men's division.
the
he had to register stuThe rules of the contest are as
sections
of
the
organ. The
dents in the worthless book, disrevised
Registered in the junior men's follows:
tribute ballots, and accept filled in
final
will
be drafteo.
constitution
category are three teams com1. The story must be typewritforms. The congested hallway only
under the direction of Legal Langprised of Bob Breskovich and Jim ten, double spaced.
added to the confusion at the polls.
2. Any subject may be chosen. uage Chairman Jack Flood, assistHenriot, Katherine Kindred and
In all probability, this election
Light fiction is especially desired ed by his
Flood,
Jack
and Tom Dyer and
committee members.
was honest, even though it was
but not necessary. Personal exto
rule.
according
conducted
not
Bill Quinn. Jane Cavender and Ma- periences should be fictionalized
The committee plans to present
A little more efficiency at the
ry Ellen Moore are entered in jun- so they are not identifiably bio- the completed organ to the stu
polls is urged. Advisory-board-apCaught leaving the campus preparatory for the trip to Linfield, members of tlje SC debate squad ior women's debate.
graphical.
dent body at the next ASSC meetpointed conductors of the elec3. A seven hundred and fifty ing on April 5. It will be printed
Almost all of the contestants
picture- In the back row (left to right) are Jack Flood, Fred Holt, Bill Quinn, Bob
line
for
a
up
incompletely
tion should be
also participating in the other word limit has been set by the in full in the next issue of the
formed of the regulations govern- Breskovich, Tom Dyer, Roscoe Balch; and in the front row (left to right) Katherine Kindred, Bev- are
tournament divisions which in- judges as the best length for the
and
Fr.
S.
Henriot,
Wharton,
McLucas,
Moore,
Cavender,
Mary
Ellen
Jane
Jim
Arthur
J.
ing student elections.
erly
clude extemporaneous speech, im- "short" story. (The judges will Spectator.
Before the spring election takes
promptu, after-dinner speaking, not count the words.)
place an official registrar's roster
4. Each paper must have the
oratory, and interpretive reading.
should be given to the Advisory
name, as well as the pen
Veterans
true
Board. This roster then should be
delegates have at- name (if desired) of the author.
of
the
Three
submitted to the association sectended the Linfield tournament be- Collaboration is permissable.
retary by the office (registrar's)
5. Any student now attending
fore,
during which times they have
at the beginning of every quarter.
events, Seattle College, exceptmembersof
in
four
final
participated
In this way, student government
taking one first and two thirds. the editorial staff of the Spectaofficials will know who is in the Eight
professor has been Dr. H. T. Buckner, promi- The debators gained experience at tor, the editor, the managing edformer
Seattle
ColAnother
association.
among
the practice met held at the Col- itor, the news editor, and the feaSecretary Vince Pepper re- (
By the way, the owner of the lege students are
added to the department of nent bone specialist and for- lege
of
two
ture
to
Puget
editor,
qualified
particiSound
weeks
is
army colonel in comregistration book found in the members of this month's
vealed that nine sportsmen
and finance for the mer
ago. Last year the College was pate in the contest.
scrap heap may claim it from this graduating classes at three commerce
Basp Hospital 50, a
mand
of
Ibpirf
were chosen Tuesday for in
spring quarter, the presi?, Seattle College-j^onsored un- represented by Beverly McLncas, 6. Applicants may leave !
newspaper, there are still some
Eastern medical colleges. UpMary Ellen Moore, and Fred I>ore. entries in the news box .-lit- 'the itiation into the Letterman's
good pages in it.
degrees, dent's office announced yes- it, was the
speaker The debators were chosen in aft S|>ec office or with any of the
In reference to Mr. Balch's let- on receiving their
Club. The colorful initiation
ter to this column in last week* the doctors will return to terday. The new appointment at Wednesday's meeting of eliminationcontest in which thirty- judges of the contest
7. The contest closes to entries ceremonies will take place
five Gavel Club members particiSpectator, clarification of the re- Washington State for intern- ment is Mr. James Hedrick the Mendel Club.
on
April 19, 1946. The prize-win- during the week of March
of prequests by Balch will be made..
ship.
Motion pictures of bone opera- pated last quarter. Weeks
ning
entry will be printed in the 11-15, with a basketball banwho
will
teach
cost
accountwere
paration
for the tournament
Gavel was termed bogged down President of the ASSC three
tions were used to supplement the
climaxed by
Gaveleers in a April 26th issue of the Spectator. quet planned for early in the
by membership-blight. This means years ago, Ray Mongralne fin- ing and accounting
lectures. The meeting marked the two-hour lecture and round table The decision of the judges will be
that the Gavel is held back from ishes this month at the Univernext quarter.
Mr. Hedrick received a bachelor last of the semi-monthly sessions discussion with Dr. Paul Volpe, final.
expanding through lack of full sity
Medical
School.
Oregon
of
Those named to join the organstudent support. The activities of He also
of science degree from the Uni- of the Mendel Club for this quar- head of the department of econ8. All entries will become the
holds membership in the
ization
include: Ja 'k Drummey,
omics.
property of the judges and will not
the club are too cumbersome for Washington Alpha Chapter of versity of Oklahoma in 1989. He ter.
Goebel, Art Hastings, Bill
Don
The delegation from Seattle Col- be returned.
the thirty members of the club to AED.
Hawkins, Chuck McWeenie, Bob
is a candidate for a master's deFive Judges
carry out.
lege will be accompanied by FaWood, Harold Wyman
Costello, Edward Pow- gree in business administration
George
Judges who have been appointed Shay, Don
None of Gavel's activities are
ther Arthur Wharton, S. J. Acand Dick Coe.
graduate with a major in accounting at the
and
John
will
ers,
Young
final
decisions
include
befon*
to
make
the
provided
inferior to those conducted
commodations have been
from St. Louis University School University
Active members of the Letterthe war, and this column did not
of Washington.
for the students by Father Maher, two faculty members, Father ArMarch
of
Medicine
28.
WindClub include Bill Fenton,
on
man's
thur
and
Dr.
Paul
Wharton,
S.J.,
any
of it's activities
mention that
pastor of St. Joseph's Parish, McAn army veteran, Hedrick rewere on a lower level than those ing up his studies at Creighton
Minnville, and the Sisters of St. V. McLane and three students, Bill Conroy, Bob Truckey, Vince
Maurice Claeys, and
University in Omaha, Nebraska, ceived his discharge in April, 1943.
of earlier days.
To increase the number of in- Francis who conduct the parish Roscoe Balch, Jeanne Marie Esch- Pepper,
George Miller.
Never in the club's history have on March 17, will be Arthur H. He now resides in Seattle with his coming college and university school.
bach, and June Peterson.
so many debated so often as this Sonneland.
wife and two children. He has newspapers, members,of the SpecGraduation ceremonies last taught accounting at
year, but in proportion to the colthe Univer- tator circulation staff this week
lege which has grown, and Gavel Monday at (Marquette University
and
for
time
sity
engaged initiated plans for a larger exa
was
which has combined with Forum brought degrees to Drs. Frank
change system. Under the direcand still has but thirty members, Glassy, Donald Nelson, and Ro- in accounting work in San Ber- tion of Christine I^pHugh, the
bert Swart.
nardino, California.
a larger club is needed.
project will become effective next
In a strict sense of the word,
AMD Members
quarter.
statements were not wrong in this
from
Seattle
graduated
Costello
The revised system will bring
column of two weeks ago. If the
in 1942. An alumni memthe newspapersof all the Catholic
College
were
not
as
clear
to
members
facts
colleges in the United States to
ber of Alpha Epsilon Delta, he
(Continued on page 3)
will intern at Providence HospiSeattle College in exchange for
Powers also will serve his
the Spectator. Also Included in the
tal.
Dr.
R. L P.
(Continued on page 3)
pre-professional time at ProviThe faculty and students
dence. Another Alpha Epsilon Delof the College express their
ta, Young finished at SC in 1943.
deep sympathy to Carol
Looking ahead to the spring
Entering Marquette in March,
Hughes, junior history mathe women students have
quarter,
1943, Dr. Glassy received his dejor, her brother Bob, comdecided
to
adopt as a project, the
in
College
1944,
gree from Seattle
mercial science freshman,
the
of
a first communicant.
year
outfitting
at
end
his
first
of
of
and their family on the
medical
He
will
intern
at
school.
In
order
finance
the work, they
to
mother,
death of their
3t. Joseph Hospital in Tacoma.
will sponsor a hot cross bun sale
Mrs. Oswald Hughes. Mrs.
Father Harold Small, S.J., presDr. Nelson obtained a B.S. in during Holy Week. Rosemary Bar- ident of the College, is jointly conHughes also was the sister
chemistry from SC in 1943 and rett is general chairman.
ducting the Novena of Grace at
of Marilyn Brotherton who
entered Marquette the same year.
is attending the college.
Joseph Church this week with
St.
Catherine Niedermeyer is In
While at the College he was a
Father E. J. Rinn, S.J., pastor. In
Sympathy is also extended
the
clothes
for
charge
buying
of
member of Alpha Epsllon Delta,
Xavier, patto Bob (Mahaney, engineerapparel honor of St. Francis
pre-medical honorary. His wife, the communicant whose
missions,
ron
the
novena
coming sophomore, and his famof
include everything from shoes
the former Joann Larson, is a will
will
conmenced
and
ily on the death of his father
Monday
last
veil,
rosary,
and
(from left
graduate of Providence school of and stockings to a
In Bangor, Maine.
Lined up at the desk in the registrar's office in early registration the camera caught
12, feast of the
tinue
until
March
player
book.
Lovett,
Balch,
Henriot,
Don
Chuck
Roscoe
Jim
nursing.
Brown,
(back
camera),
to
canonization of St. Ignatius Loy- to right) Miss Ruth Brand
that
alLackle.
Hugh
Another Marquette graduate,
Francis
Floyd
reports
Colleen
Xavier.
Ronald MacDonald and
ola and St.
Dr. Swart entered the medical though the mirrors for both woNovena exercises are at S:SO
Although no estimate of the total spring quarter enrollschool in 1943. He will take his men's lounges have been ordered, and 7:45 p.m. each day and coninternship at Doctors' hospital. due to strikes they are not yet sists of prayers, a short talk on ment can be made at this time, Miss Ruth Brand, registrar,
Seattle. Sonneland is also an al- available, but will be installed as the life of St Francis Xavier, a
states that the influx of new men students already enrolled
member of AED.
soon as possible.
blessing with a relic of the saJnt,
After three years' service, Fa- umni
will swell the number of students taking engineering courses
and benediction.
ther Robert Carmody, S.J., proprevious quarter.
Now held annually in every to twenty per cent more than that of the
fessor of literature and composiJesuit church, the Novena of In addition, Father McGuigan's
tion, this week terminated his duGrace was begun by Francis Xav- composition Iclass and Mrs. Leonties as adviser to the staff of the
be
on
Final examinations for the winter quarter will
held
Mrs. Eugene Voiland (Cay Mayier himself, who after curing a ard's composition II class, both
Spectator. His resignation will enThursday and Friday, March 14 and 15. Tests in five hour
er)
well
as
Miss
has replaced Miss Kay Leona.m.,
as
devoted client, appeared to him at 10:00
able him to complete doctorate
classes are scheduled as follows:
economics
home
ard
as
p.m.
secretary to Father (Harold
him
that
"all
who
1:10
and assured
Claes'
THUS WEEK
studies at the University of Wash8:00 classes...
8:00 to 9:45
Thursday
class, are filled and have been Today Closed for study
his
intercesearnestly
would
ask
Small,
J., president of the ColS.
ington this spring.
.10:15 to 12:00
Thursday
10:00 classes
Tomorrow— Closed for study
days, in honor of his closed to registrants.
sion
for
nine
She
is
lege.
a graduate of the class
The post of Spectator modera*
to
9:00 clauses
9:45
Friday
8:00
Regular registration ends on
canonization, would experience the
Nest Week
of 1944 and worked as an assistor will be taken over by Father
12:00
classed
10:15
to
Friday
11:00
effects of his great power in March 15 at 4:00 p.m., and stu- Thursday Quarter Exams
tant in the library until the time
Arthur Wharton, S.J., College liHeaven
and would receive what- dents enrolling after that time Friday Quarter Exams
of her marriage last month. Her
CORRIGAN,
8. J.
brarian. Father Wharton will asA. BARRETT
St. Patrick's Day Mixer, Casa new appointment became effective
ever they asked that would con- until March 20, when all registrasume his new duties the second
Dean of Studies.
Italiana, 8:30 to 12:00
tion closes, must pay an extra fee.
Monday.
tribute to their salvation."
week of the spring quarter.
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—

—
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Registration
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Father Small
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writer's cramp
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prose and poetry
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p. travers
r. balch
m. lavoy o. vogeler
n. swarva c. allison
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Boom Time

...

Another quarter of activity is about
to go down in the annals of SC history. Another set of scholastic marks
is almost ready for booking on each
student's transcript as a record of his
But no orintellectual
dinary quarter this a boom quarter
is drawing to its close.
Proof of our conviction lies in the

—
achievement.

facts. Leveling the block opposite the

L. A. building realizes a lower campus.
The revision and expansion of student
clubs and the all-out attendances at
school dances gives evidence of greater
Increasing enrollments
sociability.
appreciation for the
more
reflect
healthy Catholicism of a Jesuit school.
The veterans have staged their comeback, bringing raised standards of
depth and learning for the most part.
To maintain its position as a student leader in an attuned Seattle College, the Spectator had to grow, also.
This week's edition marks its comingout party. Like another celebration
the preparation took weeks of contemplation and design. Since the beginning of the quarter the growing pains
have been rubbed out of each week's
publication by deleting or slashing
important news stories and rationing
ad space.
Therefore, so that the Spectator
might carry a complete coverage of
SC news it was necessary to adopt
a larger size. Now it can still function as a student leader and like any
other student potentate, carry on with

.

a regular policy.

In

our editorial policy

we consider such fundamental factors
as: 1) In order to maintain our status
as a newspaper we have conventional
standards to meet. Because of this
platform more editorialized material
must often be sacrificed. 2) Since we
are a college newspaper we are expected to turn out material on a college level. This is why high school
journalists can't become trusted Spec
reporters overnight.
3) We are known as a Catholic
newspaper which represents a Jesuit
college. Therefore, more is expected
of us. We have four different groups
of readers, each with changing and
sometimes conflicting tastes. They
the students, our lay readers outside
the College, the Jesuit Order, and the
Catholic Church at large determine
out platform.
We've satisfied our desire. A boom
quarter is drawing to its close but not
before it witnesses a boom edition of
the Spectator. Now we believe that
this period of sociability and scholasticism which winds up next Friday
is the post-war quarter they've been
talking about.

—

—
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PAGE TWO

Hrn? So you want to be a
novelist? Is your desire to
be recognized as a creator of
characters so vital, so real, so
utterly human that the author
you stole them from will be
completely fascinated? You do?
Well you can learn anything
here read on, my psychoneura-

——

tic, read on.

The ability to absorb atmosphere is the prime requisite of
a novelist. (We assume that he
knows how to write.) When tho
rest of the party is three sheets
to the wind, the novelist has his
nose to the wind absorbing atmosphere. Every
spiral of
smoke, every piece of conversation is important to the novelist. Who knows? His next book
might be about spirals of smoke
and pieces of conversation. The
novelist sits in club rooms while
strange men with fear-crazed
eyes impulsively tell him the
tragic story of their last safari
into the Chicago stockyards. He
finds drama wherever he goes;
his life is one continuous 'adventure story. In fact if he
would write the story of his life,
it would be more interesting than
the books he writes about disillusioned women and world weary
men. Oh well.
The successful novelist developes his powers of objectivity.
He is, in short, one of life's observers, constantly writing a
mental review of the play of
life. He doesn't miss a thing. He
sees the tiny crack running

—

along the edge of hia host's
shaving mug; he notes the ex
pression in the eyes of a smelt
on Ice in the fish market He
sees watermelon rinds, empty
stubbies and cigarette butts.
Every man has imagination,
but the novelist exploits his for
all it is worth. If the people
he is mentally dissecting are
rather dull, he cloaks them in
mystery and intrigue, giving
them secret horrible vices, and
hidden neuroses, which are only
manifested in the chapters or

his latest book that calls for
Bravery Before a Firing Squad,
or Shocking Confessions from a
Witness Stand Upon the CrosttExamination of a Brilliant
Young Lawyer.

An ordinary

room is not an ordinary room to
the novelist. Oh No! He is
acutely aware of a priceless
Bengal ruby hidden behind the
glass eye of a stuffed owl standing by the cellarette.
Are you still aspiring to be a
novelist? Are you still hanging
around literary circles desiring
to be hailed as the most prom-

ising puddle jumper since Queen
Elizabeth? Do you still crave
recognition as a creator of characters who are a constant
source of pain to the reading
public? You are? Huh? You deserve to spend the rest of your
life burying precious manuscripts and hiding secret formulae in the top of your goldheaded cane.

the MAIL BAG
Dear Mr. Moffat:
We the complete team of basketball players at Seattle College
feel that you owe a personal and public apology to the young ladles
"
from our school whom you slandered and libeled In your completely
false and erroneous statements which were presented in such a
sarcastic manner in last week's Spectator.
Yours very sincerely,
The Seattle College Chieftans
Brent F. Crosby (Yell King) Don J. Goebel, Bill Fenton, Bob Shay,
Arthur Hastings, Don Wood, Dick^Doe, Harold Wyman.

To the Editor:
Do not regard this as a letter
of criticism. It must be considered merely as the voice of "one
crying in the wilderness" in protest against an existing situation.
Iwish to lodge a protest
against the science department.
More especially the science of
and in particular
Zoology
against those students of that
science who delight in showing
their prowess in class by carrying frogs and kindred creatures,
pickled in little glass jugs, about
the campus with them.
It distinctly jars upon the
sensitive soul of an aesthetic
Arts major, or even a diligent
Social Science student to find,
in the middle of a rather uninteresting treatise on some principle of Rousseau that one's
gaze is being pierced by the
glassy stare of one of those
frogs peering in seeming inter-

—

To The Editor:
Your student observer editor,
Mr. Bill Moffat, sounded a
real warning to the nucleus of
the Intercollegiate Knights
when he suggested several tips
for considerationin the re-building of the club. Apparently his
good advice wasn't considered
by the present members, for if
you look closely Ibelieve that
you will find that here exists
the "political football" that will
be used to further the individual Interests of those in the
driver's seat. There is no doubt
that there were several fine
pledges chosen for the club. But
were there not also some active
and -competent men who were
left out apparently because they
don't see eye-to-eye with a few
members on college political
questions?
On what basis were these
boys actually chosen? Ability,
past preformance, activities,
scholastic standing, personality,
or the clique to which they belong? Surely all of these qualifications should enter In except

est at the strange world of human-kind, from the vantage
point of a windowsill. (It is even
more grating to realize the frog

is the only personality in the
room who appears with his eyes
still open despite the soporific

—

voice of the professor.)
But frogs do and this is the
truth
inadvertently cause little wart-like bumps to pursue
the normal goose-pimples which
race up and down the spines of
most unscientific beholders upon viewing them.
We cannot condemn science.
Itis a wonderful thing. Our progress, some even go as far as to
say, depends upon science. So
let the scientists dissect their
frogs, even cats if they wish
(and Ilove the feline creatures).
But pleasc let them keep them
in the laboratories
instead
of blighting our days with
"pickled frogs."
\
Amen.

—

. ..

1 COLUMN, 8 point

Iknow he doesn't read the SPECTATOR but some of
By Jeanne Tangney
my other relatives do. They might tell him, so I'llhave to
Iceep this anonymous.
He is a cousin of mine and bears the name of Wilbur. Off-Moment
.It has, perhaps, given him a compensating audacity which
Chuck Quirk calculating the odds on winning
the Pontlac in the XC drawing last week-end.
may explain some of the more unusual facets of his character. But his name won't justify everything. Wilbur is the "I'm not very lucky at things like that. It'll be
luck to wind up with the refrigerator."
have ever known very well. Just my»""
only really unusual person I
» * *
» » *
had been vaguely aware of his existIt may be that I
Pat Sullivan is one senior who is never intimience, but I
had never methim until my mother decided that dated by inquiries about her degree major. Asked
I
should spend the summer with my aunt and uncle in a the other day what she will graduate in, she
"June, Ihope."
flashed back,
small town in Southern Oregon. My uncle was the county
"""
"""
» " »
think the combinajudge and the town's only lawyer. I
Speaking of June, Iwondefl how many other
tion of circumstances was supposed to improve my charseniors share this scribe's reluctance about John
acter andmy health. Wilbur was not a part of the prescripHenrytng next quarter's registration card*.
tion, but he fitted very largely in the picture.
With the unreasoning optimism of the very
young (a throw-back to my early twenties) Ifeel
My first experience should have suggested even to my
a little like an author embarking on the last
very young mind that Wilbur had odd ideas. Somehow
chapter of a prized work. Ihate to reach the final
yelling
contest. I
had never
or other he got me into a
page, but what I won't do to avoid those
hadn't
consciously competed in such an event before andI
appendices!
" "»
""*
""*
repeated the performance since. A yelling contest is basically simple. Itconsists entirely of yelling. You get a neuAnyone anticipating an S.C. wedding,
tral observer this is not as easy as it sounds and then his own or otherwise, is requested to foryou yell. Whoever yells the loudest winsward the information to Father Reidy, who
yelled my will subsequently "put the news on recI
am by nature a vigorous contestant, and I
best which my family had always considered pretty good.
ord." Father likes nothing better than an
And yet I
was seized inmid-howl with the frightening im- excuse to set the tower room vibrating to
had lost my voice. I
couldn't hear anypression that I
EspecialLohengrin's Wedding March
thing but Wilbur, and luckily for me, neither could the ly for happy graduates of Marriage Soc.
"*"
*""
» * *
neighbors. Even when hia father, a rather hot-tempered
The big story seems to be that Franlf Donaghy
man for a judge,came out and beat the human semblance
a tumble for Sarazin Hall at the party held
took
nearly
impressed
per
of
him
I
was
not
so
with
his
out
there last Friday evening. Always one to get into
edge
distinguished
He
had
lost
the
fine
that
formance.
the spirit of things, they say that during' the
him in competition, though his abilities were still startling. peanut hunt he virtually brought down the house.
*""
* * *
*"«
I've got time and space for only one more episode. The
The rate at which those limericks are pourpeople next door had chickens and the chickens naturally
ing into the office bears a striking resemblance
had younger chickens. The hens and their off-spring used
to a pump that hasn't been primed. To faciliworms,
freely,
picking
up
ants,
earto wander around
tate the situation we offer here a contribution
wigs, and young lettuce from my aunt's garden. Though
submitted by a staff member:
a kindly woman, she unguardedly wished in Wilbur's pres"There was a young Don Juan, a Dr.
ence that somebody would kill those bothersome creaWhose words to his lady-love mr.
It will help check my pride
tures. Wilbur, in some ways, was a dutiul son.
To be chained to this bride'
The next thing I
knew Wilbur had given me a slat from
the terms of the Dr. that shr."
Were
the fence and, when he had more adequately armed himLet's hope this little trickle will encourage
self with a wide, flat, coal shovel, we began earnestly
somebody to take his finger out of the dike.
squashing the intruders. We never succeeded in teaching
And don't worry about losing out on a crack at
the squawking hens a salutary lesson but we did permanthe green stuff. The prize Is stiU, Intact.
" *"
"""
***
ently flatten the aspirations of a lot of the younger
generation.
We've always said that precision is the
When we felt we had satisfactorily removed a neigh- keynote of eight o'clock history. Exempli
borhood problem we forgot all about thematter as we went gratia, take the assignment Father Nichols
off to demolish the eggs of "butcher-birds" which, as
made in class the other day. "Turn to page
adults, were believed to consume young chickens. ( I 249," he directed, "or to be more exact,
haven't the slightest idea today just what kind of fear349."
*
** *
tfome fowl these "butcher-birds" were; but they were
""*«*
supposed to be bad.) We had a fine afternoon of it and
How about some special services in the Chapel now that Lent has started? Somebody
felt quite meritorious over our nicely balanced attack on,
passed the comment a couple of months ago
and defense of young poultry.
that there would be a larger turnout for noon
happend
until
supper
nothing
When we came home to
devotions If we lengthened the decade to a
my aunt went out to get some lettuce from her garden.
full rosary. Wonder if he had something there.
"*+** ♥
♥* *
She came running into the house screeching in a way that
why
I
lost the yelling contest.
now makes me understand
Probably nobody was more surprised
Feeling somehow that Wilbur had done it again I
quietly
than the student body itself that the masslipped out of the house not wanting to witness my uncle
querade theme of the Mardi Gras caught
in judicial action against the child. When I
returned I on with such fervor. The dynamic cofound the child had dealt very^neatly with the situation. chairmen can take credit for one of the
was leaving for Seattle and home.
I
was informed thatI
most successful mixers and easily the most
had proven to have a bad influence on
It seems that I
distinctive of the year. The Shrove TuesWilbur.
day-Mardi Gras-Masquerade tie-up has
strong tradition potentialities. Now that
the precedent has been set, the Mardi
Gras could become the outstanding mixer
of any year
all you need is a costume,
a mask, and your MS/BEL.

—

—

—

.. .

Markova and Dolin

Of special interest to ballet enthusiasts was the recent appearance of the exquisite Markova, ballerina superb, and her "perfect
partner," Anton Dolin, atj the Moore last weekend.
Remarkable was the fact that
not only did we have name at- preciation of the ekill required,
traction in the two leads, Mar- a critical analysis of it, and a
sense of the effect achieved
kova and Dolin, bat that each
through careful interpretation
of the company of six was an
and emotional force. After all,
artist in his or her own right.
It is a unique thing that Alicia it is not the pathos of the story
Markova has done, forming a but the beauty of the ballet art
company with 'Dolin and an en- which creates the emotional
semble of the select— omitting value.
Minus the frills, and added
the usual ballet de corps, the
lavish costumes, the extravathe classical style and pure
translations of a Markova, truogant settings and the usually
thin and decorative "stories told ly the successor of Favola and,
in dance". What remains In
the greatest living ballerina, we
sheer art. She has combined
are in for a session of pure art
technique and good taste.
and are given a presentation of
A production of this type is
ballet technique and effect in
especially conducive to the apall its force.

the latter. But how can a handful of members choose their new
brothers and yet leave off those
who have shown ability and
leadership, and then select In
their place those who show "potentiality." Once a group gets
control they gain perpetual
strength and are thus In the
future able to dictate who their
selections will be.
As a graduating senior I
Risking life and limb, the
would just like to be sure that crew advanced to their asthe Knights keep politics out
signed positions. The senior
of their cjub and actually be a
school service organization and member of the frail craft was
"put loyalty to their school first at the helm. The remainder
and then to the Knights."
were in the superstructure aCertainly they have some good waiting the signal which
men In the club, but why were
that their
those ofher equally good men would warn them
turned down? Let's compare ap- assignment had begun.
Suddenly the warning bell
plications and qualifications and
then see if there is an adequate rang out, the hydraulic presanswer for all of us who are in- sure was applied, and the elterested in seeing the Knights
evator platform rose. Slowly
go places and do things.
surely the crew ascended
but
Yours very truly,
Willard M. Fenton
to its appointed task. Wires
P. St Ididn't turn in an ap- were hastily but securely

EPIC

plication.

—

review

was thrown and the valiant
workers at last could say,
"Mission accomplished."
Perhaps this is but another
in the scores of tales of the
valor by which these men
have made so much possible
At last the lives of our people at home are secure. SC
students can finally brave the
perils of Broadway and Madison with a benevolent mechanical friend to aid them.
You say you don't know
what I'm talking about, well
THE TRAFFIC LIGHT IS
spliced, the master switch IN.

" *♥

""*

» « *
Honors for a display of good fellowship went
to Bill Hawkins and Suds Southerland. They
were literally bursting at the seams
We overheard one remark that might have been but wasn't made by Dutch Goebel. Asked what his costumet consisted of, he replied, "Oh, nothing very

...

much." ""****

,* *

"

It looks like a great day next week for the
Brady's, O'Brien's, Delaney's, McCarthy's, and
June Peterson. Our industrious managing editor
claims to be the only Irishman in captivity who
dares flaunt the suffix! "son." Shifre and the top
o' the mamin' to ye, by yiminy!

*

""♥""

"*"

Attention Mr. Moffat:
Look, Bill, suppose you tell me about
Duckhead. All my magnifying glass did
was corroborate the evidence. I'll be darned if there weren't footprints on the ladder, four of them, to be exact.

—

it shouldn't happen to a doghouse
What Idon't want to do is to cast a reflection
In yours or anyone else's direction,
But Iheard from a very reliable source
Of a locker that closes by nothing but force.
In the days when the occupants numbered a few
They'd say, "Move right in bring your friends
along too."
Well, this locker expanded and bulged at the door,
And finally it just couldn't hold anymore.
And now it's so crowded you can't find a thing,
There's as much empty space as around Frank
and Bing.

The first one to get there right after the bell
Takes any old coat if it fits fairly well
And wears it until it is lost the next day
flte somebody else the same size as they.
When a member goes home wrapped up in a barrel
You'll know that the locker was bare of apparell.
This story's as true as that fences need paint
You can believe that it is, or if you wish, that
it ain't.

FRIDAY,

MARCH 8, 1946
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Lines on Former Students

'45 Soc Grad Studies in D. C;
Former SC'ers Announce Banns

"
"
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THE SPECTATOR

Chiefs Favored
In Three-Day
Hiyu Coolees on Sunday Everett Contest

Cascade Trek to Heather
Lake Made by Tireless

Members of the Hiyu Coolee left the college stamping
By JOAN O*NEnX
Betty Wright, class of 1940,|IMarch of Seattle. A member of grounds at 8:30 Sunday morning and hit the trail in the
is taking graduate work in socio- EpSilon Sigma Alpha, national luxury liners for Heather Lake. Late morning found them
logy at the Catholic University of business women's sorority, Teresa pounding the pathways of the Cascade slopes ttruggling to
was a music major at SC from
America in Washington, D. C.
reach the summit mid crys from the squaws and warwhoops
April 27 is to be the wedding 1939 to 1941. The wedding is planfrom the braves.
of June.
date of Cae HaU and Ed Read. Ed ned for the month
A 1942-43 arts student, EuWhen the sky swallowed the sun the Siwash tribe
attended the College in 1941-44
and received a degree in chemical gene Urown is home on a thirty- gathered cross-legged around the campfire and reviewed
engineering from the University day leave from Tokyo. He joined
the day's journey in low tones. Some of their jargon ran
of Washington in November. Cae the navy in June of 1943, was sent
to Pearl Harbor the following like this:
was a student in 1941-43.

"

Bill Brennan, who left SC in
1942 to attend Washington State
College from which he graduated
in 1945, is a veterinarian at the

"

year, and then went to Manus in J. O'Brien: Is this what
the Admiralty Islands. A buglar fought for?
1/c, he was in the campaigns of
B. (a man of few words) t'hea
Leyte and Pelelieu, and joined the slk: Zoom!!
occupation fleet of Tokyo last SepHiyus: Who made that coffee
tember. He wears the Asiatic-PaJ. McKay: Always room for on
cific, American Theater, Philip- more— you're only the eleventh.
pine Liberation, and Victory ribE. Ernsdorff: The person 1)
bons. On March 9, Gene reports front of me disappeared.
to Pier 91 for discharge.
Strange voice: Pardon me fo
A wedding in August is plan- walking into your face, senor.
ned by Janet Barnhart, former
arts major, and her fiance, Joseph
Hurley of Bellingham. A student
in 1943-44, she is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Barnhart
of Wenatchee.
Lieut. Robert J. White of Port
Angeles recently received his dis-

CHIEFTAIN
HATTER

Last night the Seattle College Chieftains made their
By GEORGE MEAD
debut on the floors of .Everett; Junior College in a pitch- SATURDAY NIGHT THE golfers when they get going. That
ed battle with the atrongly CtHIEFTIANS WOUND UP might even induce me to turn
fielded Mount Veraon Junior THEIR WINCO LEAGUE CASA- out
Champs Final

State Hi
BA PLAY BY DROPPING THEIR
Though most of the regular
WITH PACIFIC
FINAL
GAME
Six Washington colleges are LUTHERAN. IT WAS THE basketball seasons are over, some
participating in the three day
ELEVENTH STRAIGHT DE- of the best and most hotly conelimination contest being held at CISION THE CHIEFS HAVE tested games are still to be played
Everett. Although Everett and
INJURY when the various tournaments get
Centralia Junior Colleges have LOST SINCE THE
ITS PINQER AT going. Seattle will play host to
JINX
POINTED
been named as pre-tourney favorTHEM EARLY IN THE SEA- one of the most interesting when
ites Mount Vernon, Seattle Pa- SON. THE MAROON AND the top high schools from all over
cific, and Lower Columbia, also
WHITES FINAL RECORD FOR the state battle it out on the U.
entered in the contest, are strong
THEIRFIRST FILING AT WIN- W. pavilion for the number one
contenders for the tourney chamCO
COMPETITION STANDS spot. Already established as the
pionship.
WITH TWO WINSi AND FOUR- favorite is Bremerton, with a
Seattle College, with Luck and
cross-state record only marred by
TEEN LOSES.
Bob Truckey* in the saddle loom
the
is
season
over one loss.
Last Saturday marked the as a dark horse with a good Now that
Seasonf
books,
and
the
are
in
records
the
close of the 1945-1946 Washington chance of upsetting the post taYou would certainly have a
Inter-collegiate League basketball vorites and capturing final hon- lets compare the facilities and
conditions the Chiefs had to op- tough time telling what time of
season. Playing their first Winco ors.
erate with as compared with the year it is if you had to rely
competition this year, the Seattle
those of the other schools. Of solely on what you read in the
College Chieftains closed their
course
the first and most import- sports pages of the newspapers.
score books with a loss to the
object
for comparison is their In the headlines are about every
ant
Pacific Lutheran team.
gyms and turnout conditions. Se- type of sports you can imagine
The Tacbma crowd watched
attle College
no gym of her football, basketball, baseball,
their Pacific Lutheran five nose
own, limited turnouts alternating hockey, skiing, tennis, swimming,
the SC Chieftains out of fourth
between Garrigan Gym and the golf, soccer, track, horse racing,
place with a decisive 71 to 54 win.
K. C. Gym. Gyms are off the and countless others. This is quite
Lang and Perrault led the Lutes
years ago,
The University of British Col- campus and Inconvenient to reach, a contrast from a few
while Truckey of the losers was umbia A squad out-ran the Chief- ther Winco schools — big spa- when every sport had its definite
high point man of the evening
tains last Monday afternoon up cious gyms right on campus, reg- season and was hardly mentioned'
with seventeen points.
north to the tune of 64 to 36. The ular turnouts on same floor home outside of that.
Come back
College kept pace with the Van- games are played on, beautiful
tile
one of the greatwatching
showers
and
After
very
sanitary
couver five for the first half but
their second period play suffered dressing room conditions, i. c. lots est comebacks hi the history of
of room, well heated, good light, northern division play, most fans
from lack of reserves.
Copping high point honors were and fresh air. Yes, Seattle College would like to see Idaho go down
Coppze of U.B.C. with eighteen lacks all these things now, but and knock off Cal., and take the
points and Fenton of SC with six- you can be sure that when the coast championship. Their season
new gym is completed it will com- opening with a tragedy, an antn
teen.
pare favorably with any of the accident In which a player and
manager were killed and others
others.
were injured, the Vandals dropped
SUght Delay
(Continued from page 1)
It looks as though Vince Pep- their first three games, and then
trade program will be the pub- per and the lettermen's club have went on to knock off the rest of
lications of other colleges on the run up against another obstacle the northern division clubs to tsfte
West Coast and in the Northwest. with their ping pong tournament their first division crown in twenThe Spectator already main* as the Knights have decided to ty three years.
tains an inclusive exchange sys- remodel their recreation hall,
tem of newspapers from North- thereby necessitating a slight
west private and public high postponement. By the way, Inoschools. All publications are kept tice
that not very many of tin.
in the Spectator office and may contestants have even played their
be used for student reference at initial elimination contests. What
Aerotane Gasoline
Veedol
any time.
and Tydol Motor Oils
FRED J. O'BRIEN
do you want them to do fellows,
Expert Lubrication
bring the tables over and set them
Mr. Fred O'Brien, an executive
Accessories Mufflers Installed
up in the halls?
of^Henry Broderick, Inc., will ad-

College.

Loss to Lutes
Closes Chiefs
Winco Series

University Veterinary Hospital.
He was in the Army Reserve.
Eleanor Rosellini, 1945 philosophy graduate, was one of four
admitted recently as novices into
the Congregation of the Sisters
of St. Joseph. She entered the novitiate at South Bellingham last
summer. Her new name is Sister
Mary Eleanor.
An eight-pound one-o unc c
n, Michael John, was born to
r. and Mrs. Leonard J. Skurski
it month. The baby's mother is
c former Eileen Pigott, SC stucharge from the army after fiftynt in 1943.
Eleven men have been
one months of service. Prior to his
Recently discharged from the
army duty, in 1938-40, he was a named to receive basketball
my, 3. Emmett Freeley announcpre-medical student at SC. He is letters, Bill Fenton, president
last week that he is reopening
now living in Seattle with his of the Letterman's club ani office for the general practice wife, Caroline,
and their 16-month
nounced this week.
law in theMutual Life Building, old daughter, Starlene.
rst and Yesler. He is a veteran
A former Seattle College man The men selected for the honor
of eighteen months as special
and a Seattle woman whose long have participated actively in the
Intelligence.
agent for Army
friendship here developed into ro- sporta program during the past
As soon as he is discharged mance after botlh went overseas year. Those named include Jack
from Birmingham General IHos- were married recently in Paris. Drummey, Don Goebel, Art Hastpital Lieut. George Robert Salget,
The man, Captain John Burns, a ings, Bill Hawkins, Chuck McJr., will marry Miss Mary Alice
former King County deputy prose- Weenie, Bob Shay, Don Wood,
Phelps. The former Collegian cutor and attorney with the anti- Harold Wyman, Bill Fenton, Bob
(1938-29) expects to be released trust division of the justice de- Truckey,
and Dick Coe, manager.
in the late spring.
partment, is now with the Army
The awards will be made at a
A 1943 education graduate, Judge Advocate General's DepartMiss Madge Maclsaac was a ment in France. The new Mrs. banquet planned for the near fuguest at a dance and reception Burns, the former Josephine L. ture.
given recently at the sth Replace- Ryan, is director of the Red Cross
ment (Depot, located south of Man- Officers' Club in Naples.
ila, for American >Red Cross woVisiting the College for the
men newly arrived from the Unit- for the first time in three years
ed States. She is now at the Par- was Andrew Charvet, ex-army
anaque Disposition Center near
corporal. A journalism major in
Manila awaiting her assignment to 1941-42, he left the College in
one of the many ARC clubs in the 1942 for basic training at Saora.Members of the Chemistry Club
Phillippines.
mento's Mather Field. From there
were
addressed by Mr. W. R MofAmong the seven novices who he was sent to Europe to become
pronounced their first vows re- a member of the famed Black fat, plastic research chemist for
Super Service
SEE "GENE" BRENNER
Milk Co., at their first dress the Commerce Club at their
Now that the IK'n are back in
cently at the Providence House Hawk Infantry of the 86th Divi- the Borden
for that Smiling Associated
Monmeeting
scheduled
regularly
meeting Tuesday, March 21. Mr.
service, Iwonder if they will furnof the Sisters- of Charity of Pro- sion. In the year and three months,
Service
spoke on O'Brien will speak on the
vidence, Mt. St. Vincent, was which he spent overseas, Andy day night. Mr. Moffat
ish a few guys to servo as candipresent
kiddies'
9962
Nursery
rhymes,
toys,
EAst
synthesis
the
and
properties
the
Lauretta Frawley. A student in saw duty in England, Austria,
day housing problem and real es- and gently swaying scarlet bal- dates and ball shaggera for the
production
of
in
the
high
polymers
1941-44, she is known in religion Scotland, France, and Germany.
I
loons ushered in the dance given
of resins, fibers, adhesives, and tate.
as Sister Esther.
He will resume his studies as a other plastic products.
The site for the banquet has not by the girls of Sarazin Hall last
H. A. James Reilly is back in pre-legal student next quarter.
Fred Holt, acting chairman, an- as yet been selected but the mem- Friday evening.
s
the Sjtates and home on leave for
Patricia Marie Home, an SC stu- nounced that election of officers bers will
Sixty young dancers spent a
notified as to its lobe
TRACK AND SOFTBALL SHOES
year.
first
almost
a
time in
the
dent last year, has announced her will take place ai the first meet- cation by mail.
most enjoyable evening, not only
84.95 and up
In Honolulu last June, Jim met engagement to .Gordon Price of
dancing but also recalling the
ing of the spring quarter.
Don
was
O'Neill who
again with
AH Makes of TENNIS RACKETS
this city) She was affiliated with
games of their childhood. There
$6.50 and up
SHURE, AN' WE'LL ALL were a few casualties
at SC in 1942 and 1943, later in Virginia Mason Hospital School of
however,
the V-12 at Whitman College, and Nursing. Her fiance was graduatthe
house
the
quite
couldn't
stand
GOLF CLUBS ARRIVING DAILY
BE KEEPIN' >
then at boot camp and hospital ed from the University of Wash(Continued from page D* >
strain of the peanut hunt. The reschool with Reilly. While O'Neill ington and Stailford University.
sult was that Frank Donaghy beof the club, as they .seemed clear
left first for overseas and has not No wedding"date has been set.
came
quite an accomplished carthat
the
me,
to
now
it is hoped
yet returned, he will be discharged
penter overnight and by Saturday
From his station with the subject has been spotlighted suf1330 6th Avenue
EL. 3388
first. Scheduled to report on 17th Infantry of the 7th Division
morning the heavy woodwork
ficiently, and that the Gavel Club
March 6 to his ship, the heavy in Chongju, Korea, Pvt. Martin J. thrives
over
room
living
beams
the
arch
on a boom of new memcruiser Boston, which is tempor- Groseclose writes that he has one
were securely back in place. Needbership.
Francisco,
PHARMACY
arily anchored in San
new
of the best jobs in the army, that
less to remark, Frank was just
Reilly does not expect his dis- of assistant to the division's Cathenergetic
during
a
little
over
th«
F.
PETTINOILX.
G.
It is strange, that slams taken
charge until April 15. Both men olic chaplain. He finds it much
game.
When prescriptions are
plan to register for the summer more interesting than his former at veterans for expressing "new
Following the aforementioned
ideas that the student body reneeded they will be
the
new
having
accident,
radio work. In addition to
party proceeded
WITH A JUNIORmembers from maybe two years
filled promptly
Since his release from the his own private room and desk, ago," really are the same ideas
without incident, and after lismanagement
SPONSORED
army, Gene Galvin has been de- Marty is also exempt from stand- that
tening to the wonderful piano arthe vets suggested three or
voting his time to dramatic study. ing guard and K.P. An economics four years ago. Ah! those "lean
tistry of Bill Moeller, the girls
said their farewells at one o'clock. For the best in Sodas and
A liberal arts graduate in 1937, major, he attended the College years".
Malts try our fountain
Though she couldn't attend the
he made hia Broadway debut or from the fall of 1944 until the fol'Kiddie Party", due to illness MM East Madison EA. 4500
February 6 in "Lute Song," which lowing spring.
Mary Ellen Moore had a nineJeanne Veilleux warmed the hall
starred Mary Martin.
A visit in the College Cavern teen-spanking birthday
Jim
with her presence during the
When Corporal Martin Boyle recently revealed the engage- Henriot and Chris MclHugh turn
Admission: Six Tickets
hours just preceding the affair.
returns from Germany in July he ment of two former Collegians. out a good debating team
All will be glad to know that YOU WILL FIND ONLY
will bring with him a Mrs. Boyle, Dorothy Mew., a lab tech interning Mr. Aklin accounced a recording
Specialising in
Jeanne is well and we hope that
a "fraulein"' whom he married at Harborview Hospital, recently of Frank Sinatra in Music Apprewill
soon
be
seen
Jim
she
around
SC
occupation
Dugan,
with
from
serving
ring
the
received a
ciation, much to the delight of
while
again.
STEAKS and DINNERS
forces. The girl is of Swiss de- U.S.N. Jim was home on a ten-day Carmel Cervetto. It turned out to
D.C.
He
Augsburg,
Washington,
in
leave
from
living
cent and is
be Frank's Sonata, though
FISH and CHIPS
Germany. She speaks French, Ger- hopes to be out of the service in Mary Stevenson had trouble with
man, and Italian fluently, and is May. No date has been set for the a blown-out fuse, and couldn't fix
FRIED CHICKEN
Home of the Permri Open Gnlld
rapidly learning English from wedding.
Mark ißuby
it for three hours
at
Boyle. An engineering major in
Sing Opera.; the Grand Way
Stan Janicki, engineering stu- had a sore hand
.Kay Kindred
14th Aye. and E. Pike St.
1941-42, Boyle enlisted in 1942, dent of last quarter, is stationed had to foot the bill, it was a case
1110 Broadway
PR. MM
and was sent overseas to see ac- for basic training at Fort McClel- of forgotten wallet
It is alCA. 9886
62 MADISON
tion in France and Germany.
lan, Alabama. 'He reported in Jan- leged that a restaurant is going
Students who attended pro- uary for duty with the 23 st Bat- up on the corner of Madison and
fession ceremonies at the Holy talion of the 6th regiment, and Broadway, one of the students is
to run it
Who is Duckhead?
1340 K. Madison
Names Novitiate in Marylhurst, will be sent overseas.
Pfc. Leroy (Pinky) Bliui Miss Tangney won't tell until(
Oregon, reported that Ilene Clark
"The Answer to Your Floral Needs
[*J
who left the College last July, re- chette of the Marines is tired of Homecoming St. Patrick's feastCORSAGES
ceived the name of Sister Ann Sa- California sunshine and longs for day will have come and gone be- ;<■ WE DELIVER
OA. 7*17
rah. Another former co-ed now a the rain of Seattle, according to fore the next Observer is printed
b'gosh and begorra.
Names nun, Sister Jean El- a letter sent from his base at
(FORMERLY BARNEY O'CONNOR'S)
[3uHii'niiiMtinitMiiiT««ittntn»ttmiitwinm«ntwt»nwtmmntwwn«iiimtwtntwmtntwititmwTiitm»tttmiiMmita|
Ellen McKlUop), has. Camp Pendleton. He serves as the
assigned to teach school in mail clerk of Co. C, M.T. Bn. Prov.
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR
and likes it because having his
romance which began at Se- own private room makes him feel
TOOTH PASTES
College was climaxed recent- like an executive. The former
UYZ'ZV, Bth Avenue
disMarto
be
pharmacy
major
expects
of
engagement
(Across the street from the Cathedral)
ly by the
i
gery Toomey to Edmund Twohy. charged early this spring.
Qiiiiiiiii(M<iiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiitiinti(trfMiHi*itiiiit*«ttintt*iiM<t*n«ttitiiiii*ttMittMiiittiaiiiiii>i<iiitiiMMiiiii>iiiit>i(iQ
Stationed for his basic training
Margery, a former junior business student, will return to SC at Fort Lewis, Robert Barrett was
next quarter. Mr. Twohy, a pre- seen this quarter wearing his
law major last quarter, is now at- private's uniform at two main
tending Gonzaga Law School. No winter events, the Sophomore CarOPFN
wedding date has been set.
nival and the Anniversary Hike.
Mrs. Julius C. Beyer an- A pre-legal major, Bob attended
L213 THIRD AVENUE. Across from Northern Life Tower
nounces the engagement of her the College last quarter and left
daughter, Teresa, to Robert H. for Ft. Lewie in January.
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Junior-sponsored St.Pat's Mixer Planned Seven Total

Weddings

The Students Speak

Active AED

After the several opinions tossed off by students last week, givTwo Seattle College graduates,
ing suggestions as to what could be done with the school's newly
Miss Roberta Moore and Dr. Wilacquired property across from the Liberal Arts Building, we learn
liam Kelly, were united in marthat the College has a different prospect for the use of this property.
riage last month at the Church of
in Alpha EpsUon
Membership
Several housing units from Bremerton, Washington, are now availthe Immaculate. Monsignor Theoand able and the College has ordered several of them to house serviceDelta
now
totals
seven
active
dore Ryan, pastor, officiated at
thirty-seven alumni members, ac- men. The site planned for these dormitories for men students is
the Nuptial Mass.
cording to Otto Vogeler, society the block across the street. This, of course, would ease the housThe bride wore an Ivory satin
officer. The pre-medical fraterni- ing situation for male students at the College and allow for more
gown and pearl tiara from which
ty received three new actives last to come.
flowed a finger length veil. MaldThursday during formal initiation DO YOU FAVOR ERECTION OF A HOUSING PROJECT ON
of honor was Frances Sydnor and
ceremonies.
THE "LOWER CAMPUS"?
bridesmaids, Lieut. Barbara RichThe new members are Clarence
JIM WILSON (engineering tion of permanent campus buildards and Eleanor Tarlaglla. Mrs.
Jr.,
CunniifjrAllison
James O.
freshman) Yes! This arrangeKelly and her attendants all are
ings- (A gymnasium, for examham, and Jack F. Morrison. Folmembers of the 1045 graduating
ment
will give out-of-town stu- ple.) If this can't be done, Iam
lowing the Initiation the traditionclass of basic nurses at Provial post-ritualbanquet was held In dents a chance to attend SeatIn favor of finding another site
dence Hospital.
the Colonial House. Aftcr-dlnn'r tle College, which wouldbe othfor the proposed housing proUpon graduating from SC, Dr.
speeches concerned plans to In- erwise impossible, because of
Kelly attended Temple University
ject.
augurate a brotherhood meeting
the housing shortage. (If you
School of Medicine, Philadelphia.
of the active and alumni members.
While at the College he was edithe last statement, IreBY THE HILL
Inactive Alphas now In the doubt
tor of the Spectator in his junior
to Mrs. Leonard.)
fer
you
such
men
as
Northwest
include
year and then became student
Dr. William Kelly, Dr. Jerry
JACK <K>UKMAN (English
body president. He now is internDistinctive Gifts
Dragovich,
Dr. Charles Reed, and freshman) I do not favor a
to
right,
Mixer
for
the
camera:
left
ing at Providence Hospital.
Day
pose
Patrick's
Greeting Cards
Junior committee heads for the Saint
Berard.
Several other housing program on the lower
Among the guests at a recep- Lorraine Brule, Ken Schweitzer, Mary Stevenson, Alice Cary, True Uncapher, and Kay LaFortune. Dr. William
Infant's SI
members will arrive in Seattle for
tion in the Olympic Hotel was
AVENUE
Ifavor
TERRY
simply
because
1008
campus
following
gradutheir internship
Father James B. McGoldrick, S.
According to a flash from Erin received by the junior
ation from medical school this installation of an athletic field.
J., psychology and education pro- class this week, a mixer held 'mid shamrocks and kerry
month.
The College Is desperately in
returned
fessor at SC. Having
dancing will feature the St. Patrick's Day celebration at
from a wedding trip to Vancouver
need of a full athletic plant. I
Italiana, 1520 17th avenue, will
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
and Victoria, I>r. and Mrs. Kelly Seattle College. The Casa
recommend that other arrangeSpecial Rates for Annual
are residing in Seattle.
be the scene of festivities on Friday, March 15.
ments be made as to housing
1poses— sl : 6 sx7— #2 apiece
The Eire Society orchestra from
o
620 PINE ST.
facilities.
Herzog~-FaiTand
Tipperary, featuring such musical
The advanced students of WalSWARVA
(English
NANCY
Evelyn
The marriage of Miss
lads as Francis Patrick OlSinatra,
ter Aklin, professor of music at
senior) Yes, Ido, If housing is
Mary Herzog to Milton G. BarV James, Perry
Seattle College, will be presented
H-A-double-R
necessary
for ex-GI SCer3. This
rand, U. S. C. G., took place
in a piano recital at Providence
O'Jones, will
for the expansion of would simplify their problem and
recently in the Church of the O'Como, and Spike
To
allow
p.m.
Auditorium
at
2:30
tomorrow
Nighta, Mv give them inexpensive and conImmaculate. The bride is a cadet keep the Reillys and Sullivans on
In addition to the piano selections, attendance at Music
Hospital.
for
supplying
Sigma, music honorary and spon- venient lodgings. It need only
nurse at Providence
music
their toes by
vocalist
Margaret
Acheson,
Six Seattle College students and Miss
o
sor of the monthly presentations, be temporary but would serve
Irish jigs borrowed for the evewill sing severalnumbers.
alumnus were among the canFalrhurst-Unger
one
was forced last month to change well in an emergency as long
The program is as follows:
ning from Dublin. The minstrels
The marriage of Miss Dorothy
from its original quarters in the as it lasts.
didates received into the Knights
Song Without Words
Fairhurst, director of education will play from 8:30 to 12:00.
Science building to a new locaL.L I
JOHIN HI
S (Philosophy
of Columbus at ceremonies conMendelssohn tion in the Engineering building. freshman)
at Providence Hospital, to Edward Mary O'Stevenson, chairman,
housing units
The
24.
Sunday,
February
German Dances
Schubert Margaret Acheson .vocalist, wa»
C. Unger was an event recently. announced in an Irish brogue, that ducted on
not only be practical, but they
will
Kathleen MeEUlgot
The bride is an SC graduate of chances will be sold on a door Reception into the Knights conelected by popular vote as the ev- will also allow more students to
of
the
three
taking
degrees
Grieg ening's outstanding performer. attend the college. There will be no
sists
of
Tarantella
the nursing class of 1943, and
and
prize consisting of an orchid
Brahma She sang Schubert's "Serenade", need to turn students away for
groom attended Gonzaga.
Knighthood, charity, unity, and Waltz of Brahms
a ticket to the Junior Prom, or a
Moshofsky
Claire
o
"I Love Thee" by Grieg, and lack of accommodations.If in this
fraternity.
ten dollar bill. Students may purAllen-Lindgren
Sonata
Beethoven
way, more male students can be
Pathetic
"Smllln'
Thru".
New K. of C.'s include three
Now at home in Seattle are Mr. chase three chances for twentyLento
Scott
more,
and accommodated at
on
the
attracted
participants
pro»
Other
family,
low.Itcost,no
McKay
headisless,
and Mrs. Edward W. Lindgren five cents or six for fifty cents. A members of the
Betty Yadon
to
Ed Therrten, violin; the college, our entire curriculum
were
gram
often
Prescription He-dqnMW"who were married in December at purchase of six chances will ob- John, Victor, and Mike; Rosco» Autumn
Chaminade Doris Tierney, voice; Elaine Beck, and especially our athletic proTheresa's
Mass
in
St.
and
Nuptial
George
a
Balch, Jim McCarthy,
Gollywog's Cake Walk
Debussy violin; Pat Collins, piano; and Rita gram can be expanded. The protain an admittance ticket to the
Church. Mrs. Lindgren is the forject is definitely a step forward in
Jensen, all members of the ASSC;
Pat Travers
Horan, voice.
me* Mary Agnes Allen. She at- mixer.
the
progress of the school.
and
law
Prelude,
and Stanley Conroy, SC
Schuett Featured artist of the evening
Committee heads for the only
tended the College in 1938-40.
Waltz
E
TANONEY engineering
Chopin
in
Minor
Bill
with
TOM
proMoeller who encored
was
Beaadry-Champoux
social event during the Lenten school graduate. A former
Polonaise
Ithink it would be a
major)
MacDowell
marimba
He
also
fasolos.
Wilhis
The marriage of Miss Beverly season are: Lorraine O'Brule, pub- fessor at the College, Father
as long as the
Betty Rogstad
Music Night attendants good idea
vored
inBeaudry to Eldridge Champoux licity; Kay O'LaFortune, tickets; liam Codd, 8. J., also was
to be considered
"it
houses
are
in
D
or
piano
arrangements
Etude
Fiat
Liszt
with
took place last month in Holy
O'Horan, decorations; and itiated into the organization.
.....Chopin Might As Well Be Spring" and purely temporary, and if they
Waltz in A Flat.
Rosary Church, Moxee. The bride Rita
rewill in no way delay the erec5969 AIRPORT WAY
Murphy)
Carey,
(Mrs.
Alice
Wittenberg
"Symphony".
Hat
was a nursing student at Provifreshments.
dence Hospital.
The Irish mixer will be the last
of the winter quarter and
activity
Dressed in a white nylon gown
made from material in the all students, French, Swiss and
groom's parachute, Miss Catherine Spectator reporters, will don their
Mayer was united in marriage to costumes of green.
Eugene Voiland at a Nuptial Mass
In the Church of the Immaculate
TEN YEARS AGO
French students and their
Conception. Father Gerald Beezer,
IN THE SPEC
friends gathered at St. Theresa's
S.J., head of the College chemisMr. Frederick Simoneau, 3.J., Friday night to hear a lecture by
try department, performed the
at SC to act as assistant Dr. Mac Mathieu, professor of lan-
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International
Pharmacy

French Lecture
Given by Dr.
Mae Matthwu

arrives
ceremony.
The bride, an English graduate, to Mr. Clifford Carroll, S.J., libwas valedictorian of the class of rarian.
1944 and up until the time of her
marriage was assistant librarian.
The sports column of the Spec
Her husband recently returned
mentions the stellar play «f Jack
from England to be discharged
latest Prepfrom the army air forces in which Ryan of ODea in the
he served as a pilot. A former ODea tussle.
pre-medical student, he will reTryouts for "The Mikado," Gilenter the College as a senior next
quarter.
bert and Sullivan operetta, are
Attending the couple were Miss announced by Mr. Aklin.

"

.

"

guages at Seattle College. Photographs depicting the Chateau of
Versailles were examined by the
group.
The lecture, which followed an
informal tea, concerned Versailles
and was complemented with slides.
Hostesses for the occasion were
Clarice Carpenter and Rose Marle
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The SC basketball team loses
one to the Bellingham Vikings.

Dec. 19
1946
fictionally known—

PRE-WAR QUALITY
SIZE 38
Excellent Condition

-

Call Mrs. Quinn PR. 2092
1940 East Republican
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TUXEDO

Flynn co-chairmen students' ice
skating party.

1945
July 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 11
Oct. 12

Jan. 18

.

Feb. 4
Feb. 4
Feb.6
Feb. 12

NaHonelly .dv.rilsed
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Debit

Cash Balance
Cash from Frosh Mixer
Fed. and City Tax on Frosh Mixer....28.62

Expenses for Frosh Mixer

Cash Balance
Rental of Sand Point Club
Misc. Expenses of ASSC Dance
Cash Returns from ASSC Dance
Tax on Winter Semi-formal
Cash Balance

(Owned and operated by students of Seattle College)

6.01

Debit
100.00
120.50

-

8177
Credit
268.00

46.12

$74.16

808 TRUCKEY

Treasurer of the ASSC

—

Hamburgers
Sandwiches
Short Orders

Credit
26W
80.76
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SCHOOL SUPPUES

CHIEFTAIN
FOUNTAIN

Fountain Service

FOR SALE:

1945-1946 Treasurer's Report
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Gruby.

Dorothy Tvete, maid of honor, who
was dressed in a pink dress and Dr. S. N. Berens, prominent Secarried white carnations, and Miss
attle neurologist, is the featured
Marie Mayer, bridesmaid and sisspeaker at a meeting of intenseter of the bride.
ly interested Mendelians.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Opening 500n

featuring
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* GOOD FOOD
* LOW PRICES
* EFFICIENT SERVICE

ART MATERIALS

BROADWAY AT MADISON
(A fifty-second walk from the college)
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HIP WESTLAKE AVt.

SIATTIE

===[

1515 Second Aye.

(Between Pike and Pine)

